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2 Starting points for BTEC – learning and 

thinking 

People learn naturally from the day of birth. Over time, they approach different 
tasks in different ways depending on their purpose for learning something. They 
think about things in different ways too. This all contributes to make us the 
unique individuals that we are. As you start your BTEC course, it may be useful 

to explore briefly what learning and thinking means for you. 

 

Why are learning and thinking important to you? 

For BTEC study: reflecting on the ways you find comfortable for learning and 

about thinking is useful. Looking at alternative ways you may not have tried will 
help you succeed as a learner. 

For work: becoming aware of a variety of possible approaches to learning will 
give you a ‘toolkit’ to tackle new learning experiences and challenges in the 
workplace. So, when you’re asked by your employer to make a presentation or 
lead a team or organise a project, you’ll have had some BTEC experience to help 

you perform well in the workplace. 

What can you do to develop your learning skills? 

Consider the factors that affect learning 

Much of the learning that people do has little to do with formal education. For 
many things, we learn instinctively because we want or need to be able to do 
something. This could be something as everyday as learning to text or following 
instructions to put together a piece of flat-pack furniture. Some things will 
require you to develop hand skills such as using a power tool safely or thinking 
skills like learning the Highway Code for the driving theory test. How successful 
you will be in learning these sorts of things will depend on how strongly you 

want to learn what you need to know or do. Your BTEC course will involve you in 
similar thinking and doing as a basis for learning. Have a look at 12 example 
factors that will affect how successfully you learn. 
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Learning 

factor 
What these mean for you 

● Purpose know what you want to achieve in life in the short, medium and long 

term 

● Motivation know what you want from your education and set goals to achieve 
this 

● Relationships work with others constructively to achieve the goal of passing the 
course 

● Planning organise time so that all learning activities are accomplished 

● Practical skills develop the professional skills required for the specific course of 
study 

● Memory develop skills that aid recall routinely and when under pressure 

● Resources use printed sources, placement experiences and specialist services 

● Creativity develop talents to tackle problems, projects, presentations for your 
growth 

● Reading  use reading as a way of expanding your subject knowledge 

● Listening develop your ability and skills by following oral instructions and 
discussion 

● Note-making learn to construct notes from what you hear and read to aid your 
understanding 

● Assessment build confidence to do coursework assignments and respond 
positively to feedback 

 

These factors are covered in different ways in these Activity Sheets for Skills for 
Learning. You can complete the grid for yourself in Appendix 3 attached to this 
Activity Sheet. 

 

TIP As a BTEC learner, you’ll have access to a number of facilities and services in your 
school or college. Find out what these are and what these offer at the beginning 
of your course as this will assist you later. Later when you’re working on 
assignments or revising, you’ll know where to go for information or help. 
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Recognise different approaches to learning 

 

Much research has been done about how people learn and think; as a result, 
multiple theories have emerged. There is a very simple way to explain thinking. 
Look at the four questions below: which one sounds most like you? 

 

Question Type of learner Task approach that might be 

favourable to the type of learner 

Do you like to 
learn by 
watching 
someone else 
do something 
and then copy 
them? 

 

Observer Mind mapping 

Do you like to 
listen to 

explanations 
and instructions 
and then follow 
them? 

 

Listener Read notes aloud 

Do you like to 

read about a 
topic or activity 
and make your 
own notes to 
help your 
understanding? 

Reader 

Scribe 

Note-taking 

Do you like to 
do practical 
tasks where 
you handle 
equipment/tools 
and follow set 
procedures? 

Practitioner Sticky notes or cue cards  

 

You may feel that you identify with one more than another; alternatively, you 
may feel that you relate to more than one of the types. Many people use a range 
of these methods to find something that works for them. 

 

Select the best approach for the task 

Some of the assignment work you will do for your BTEC will require you to use 
skills and approaches that may seem strange or new to you. Be prepared to 
experiment with different approaches as this will help you broaden the choice of 
ways you tackle new learning. This can mean changing your approach according 
to the type of task you have to complete. 
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Analyse what you do when you think 

People differ in how they think. 

● Some people like to think logically moving from one step to the next 

● Others interpret theories, opinions and approaches based on evidence that 

sometimes includes numerical data 

● Others reflect on previous experiences and build new knowledge from that. 

 

These, along with different traits (or qualities) that you have in your personal 

make-up, are only some of the things that influence the way you think. 

 

For BTEC, you will develop thinking processes that require you to 

● recall knowledge and information 

● understand, apply and analyse it so that you can judge how important or 

valuable something is, and 

● create new ideas. 

 

These thinking processes will underpin your coursework and assessments. 

Checklist for developing your learning and thinking skills 

Complete the Learning and Reflective Activities on pages 5 and 6 to assist in 

developing your understanding of your learning and thinking styles 

 Assess for yourself what you think instinctively your learning style is 

 Consider working with a ‘study buddy’ who shares your learning style 

preferences and work together on some activities, for example, revision. 

Learning activities 

Case study on understanding how learning styles might apply in BTEC 

coursework 

Amelia’s just begun her BTEC course and she’s finding that it’s a lot different from the 

previous learning she’s done at school. Her course is a mix of practical work and 
classroom learning. There seems to be lot of reading to do, but she’s not too anxious 
about that. 

She’s quite shy and finds it difficult to express her opinions in front of people she doesn’t 
know very well. She’s worried about whether she’ll have the ability to cope with the 
work. 

Her BTEC tutor suggested that Amelia complete an online questionnaire about learning 
styles to help her build her confidence about her approaches to the assignment work. 
From the questionnaire feedback, Amelia has found that she is a mix of observer and 
practitioner. She needs to use these traits where possible to help her with her 
coursework assignments as well as thinking, especially about how she develops her 
understanding of detailed issues. 
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Activity 2.1. Matching coursework activities with learning style 

Lorna’s first assignment is to make a class presentation about a work placement 

she has completed, explaining what she has learned from it. Her tutor gives her 
a several options for creating the presentation. Select two you think would fit 
with her personal learning style. Then explain the reasons you think your choices 
might suit Lorna best. 

1 Write a full-length script of what she is going to say to evaluate her 

experience 

2 Use cue cards to prompt her unscripted presentation 

3 Draw a flow chart on the whiteboard or interactive screen to explain her 
experience 

4 Set up a scripted interview with a colleague so that her presentation is like a 
conversation 

5 Research the theory about the value of on-the-job learning and base her talk 
on this 

6 Set up a list of questions that she will present to her audience and then give 
answers 

Number: ___________ 

Number: ___________ 

Activity 2.2. Developing thinking skills 

 

Lorna’s assignment will be similar to some of the experiences from her work 

placement. She needs to reflect on how she thinks about topics that she’ll cover 
in her assignment and are new to her. Her tutor has suggested that she should 
begin with a simple template of key questions. 

 

Who… What… When… Where… Why… How… 

was 

involved? 
happened? did it 

happen? 

did it 

happen? 

did it 

happen? 

did it 

happen? 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

These six questions are sometimes called ‘the reporter’s questions.’ Her tutor 
recommends that if she uses this first, she’ll develop thinking skills that will help 
her to analyse and evaluate information effectively from her work placement. 
This is examined in detail in Activity Sheets 9 and 10. 
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Think of a work placement or job you’ve experienced and, following the 6-
question pattern of ‘the reporter’s questions,’ create your own grid. Compare 

your grid with a partner. Ask each other questions about your information. Add 
any extra points to the grid that come up in the discussion. 

 

Write down two things that you have learned about analysing situations from 

using this type of grid. 

1 ______________________________ 

2 ______________________________ 

Reflective activity 

Activity 2.3. Developing awareness of learning style 

Following Lorna’s example, learn more about your own learning style by working 
in pairs to find an online questionnaire on learning styles. If you type in 
keywords such as ‘free learning style questionnaire,’ a number of options will 
come up on your screen that will give you a profile of your particular learning 
style(s). Agree on the one you will complete, and then fill it in by yourself. Don’t 

share you answers with your partner until it is complete! 

 

Once you have completed the questionnaire, discuss your respective results. 
How close is the profile suggested by your questionnaire answers compared with 
your own assessment of your learning style? 

 

Activity 2.4. Evaluating learning styles in practice 

 

Think of one occasion in the last six months when you had to learn something 
new. In the appropriate box in the diagram below, write down the steps in the 

process you took in that new learning. This will help you to identify your learner 
type role(s) for that activity. 

 

Observer process Listener process 

Practitioner process Reader Scribe process 

 

You may find that your learning process involved several steps that clustered in 
one area or that they were spread over more than one area. Discuss with 
another learner how your learning style role(s) worked with each other. How 
does this match up with the learning style(s) that made up your questionnaire 
profile? What does this signify for your learning? 
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Action points 

Note down action points from this activity sheet to help develop your learning 
and thinking as a BTEC learner. 

 

How you can develop your learning and thinking skills further 

1  

2  

3  

4  

5  

 

Link 

To help you to develop your Skills for Learning and Work, look also at: 

● Activity Sheet 3 on Understanding assessment 

● Activity Sheet 8 on Understanding the writing process 

● Activity Sheet 9 on Understanding essay-style writing assignments 

● Activity Sheet 15 on Developing yourself. 
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Appendix 3 Self-assessment on learning for BTEC 

 

Look back at the table on page 2 of this Activity Sheet to remind yourself of the 
statements defining the Learning Factors listed as A–L. In the table below, mark 
how you would assess your confidence in areas A–L using the rating scale of 1 = 
low and 10 = high. 

 

Learning Factor 1.  2.  3.  4.  5.  6.  7.  8.  9.  10.  

A. Purpose           

B. Motivation           

C. Relationships           

D. Planning           

E. Practical skills           

F. Memory           

G. Resources           

H. Creativity           

I. Reading            

J. Listening           

K. Note-making           

L. Assessment           

 

Discuss your grid ratings with another learner and identify the areas where you 
both feel strongest and the areas where you consider yourself weakest. Discuss 
what you can each do to raise your competence on the weakest factor and add 
this to your action point list on Activity Sheet 2. 

 



 

 

 


